Abstract. This is the second part of our paper. We study the Poisson Hypothesis, which is a device to analyze approximately the behavior of large queuing networks. We prove it in some simple limiting cases. We show in particular that the corresponding dynamical system, defined by the non-linear Markov process, has a line of fixed points which are global attractors. To do this we derive the corresponding non-linear equation and we explore its self-averaging properties. We also argue that in cases of heavy-tail service times the PH can be violated.
10 (Ten) Technical Statements
In this section we present several technical statements needed for the proof of our main result. The first subsection deals with the regularity properties of the NMP-s, while the second -with the estimates on the averaging kernels q * , * .
7.1. Regularity properties of Non-Linear Markov Process. The first fact we will establish concerns the integral behavior of the output rate (which equals the input rate) of the NMP.
Lemma 7. Let µ ν,λν (·) (·) be NMP, with N (µ ν,λν (·) (t)) = N (ν) = q. Then there exists a time duration T = T (q) and ε = ε (q) > 0, such that for all T ≥ T and all s ≥ 0 s+T s λ ν (t) dt < T (1 − ε ).
continuous rate λ(t), 0 ≤ λ(t) ≤ L. For any N > 0 one can find ε(N ) and T (N, L), such that if for some T ≥ T (N, L)
then for some t ≤ T N (µ t ) ≥ N.
Indeed, if for any T and ε one can find s such that (55) is violated, then Proposition 8, used with L = C(η) (see (17)), would imply that the function N (µ ν,λν (·) (t)) is unbounded. This, however, contradicts to the fact that it stays constant. The continuity of λ ν (t), which is a prerequisite needed to apply Proposition 8, is a consequence of Lemma 14 below.
The proof of Proposition 8 (which proposition is of course valid even without continuity assumption) follows from the next two lemmas, preceded by two definitions.
Let χ 1 , χ 2 be two measures on a segment [A, B] ⊂ R 1 .
Definition 9. We say that χ 1 ≺ χ 2 , if for any monotone increasing function f on [A, B] we have (This is equivalent to saying that χ 1 ([a, b] ) ≤ χ 2 ([a, b]) for every a, b ∈ [A, B].) Note that the second relation holds for probability measures only in case when χ 1 = χ 2 ; in this paragraph we are concerned, however, with arbitrary measures. In what follows we will assume that the measures χ i have densities λ i with respect to the Lebesgue measure, which densities are continuous and satisfy 0 ≤ λ i ≤ C, though much of what will be said is true in more general situation.
Lemma 11. Let us consider two GFP (non-stationary Markov processes) µ 1 t , µ 2 t , with the same distribution of the service time η, and with the Poisson input flows, defined by the two measures χ 1 , χ 2 on the time interval [A, B] . Suppose that µ 1 A (0) = 1 (that is, the first server is initially idle), and that χ 1 ≺ χ 2 . Then
. Proof. The rough idea of the proof is the following: we will argue that the condition χ 1 ≺ χ 2 enables us to represent the process µ 2 t as a certain transformation of the process µ 1 t , when the customers of the second process are the same as these in the first process (i. e. they require the same service times), but just come later, in addition to extra customers which were not present in the first process. Clearly, in that case the queue at the final moment has to be longer for the second process.
To make the above rigorous, we will use the coupling technique. Note first, that if P is a Poisson random field on [A, B] with the rate function λ(t), t ∈ [A, B], ω ⊂ [A, B] is its realization, and f : [A, B] → [A, B] is a strictly increasing continuous map, then the image set f (ω) is also a realization of a Poisson random field P f , defined by the rate function λ f (t), given by
We claim now that if χ 1 ≺ χ 2 , then there exists a map f : [A, B] → [A, B] , such that f (x) ≥ x for all x ∈ [A, B], λ f 1 (t) ≤ λ 2 (t). One way to construct such a function is the following. Let us extend the function λ 2 (t) to the region t ≥ B by putting it there to be equal to max λ 1 . Consider now the family Φ of all continuous functions ϕ : [A, B] → [A, ∞), satisfying the properties:
ϕ(x) ≥ x; ϕ(y) ≥ ϕ(x) for y > x;
≤ λ 2 (ϕ(x)).
For example, any shift ϕ c (x) = x + c is in Φ, once c > B − A, so Φ is non-empty. Note that if ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ∈ Φ, then the functionφ(x) = min{ϕ 1 (x), ϕ 2 (x)} is also in Φ. Therefore the function f (x) = inf B] ), then f is the only function in Φ with this property.) Another, more intuitive way of defining f , is by constructing a coupling between the measure χ 1 and a suitable measure χ 3 χ 1 , which is a "part" of χ 2 , in the sense that χ 3 ≤ χ 2 . ( The special coupling we need can be most easily constructed via discrete approximations of the measures χ i and subsequent limit procedure. Since this construction is well-known due to extensive use in probability theory of the Monge-KantorovichRubinstein-Ornstein-Vasserstein distance, we will give only a sketch of it. We replace the segment [A, B] by the set {1, 2, . . . , n} ⊂ R 1 . The coupling sought is then just a matrix K(i, j). We construct it by induction.
We define the first row K(1, ·) = {K(1, 1), K(1, 2), . . . , K(1, n)} to be the measure on {1, 2, . . . , n} with the following properties:
(i) K(1, 1) + K(1, 2) + · · · + K(1, n) = χ 1 (1); (ii) K(1, ·) ≤ χ 2 (·); (iii) K(1, ·) is the minimal (in the ≺-sense) measure on {1, 2, . . . , n}, satisfying (i) and (ii).
(One can give more explicit definition of K: Put K(1, 1) = min{χ 1 (1), χ 2 (1)}. If it turns out that χ 1 (1) = K(1, 1), then we put K(1, j) = 0 for j > 1. Otherwise we define K(1, 2) = min{χ 1 (1) − K(1, 1), χ 2 (2)}. If it turns out that χ 1 (1) = K(1, 1) + K(1, 2), then we put K(1, j) = 0 for j > 2, otherwise defining
is still a (positive) measure on {1, 2, . . . , n}, and, because of (iii), χ (2) 2 (·) χ 1 (·), considered as the measures on {2, 3, . . . , n}. Therefore we can repeat the preceding construction, defining the second row, K(2, ·), as the measure on {2, 3, . . . , n}, corresponding to χ 2 (·) on {k, k+1, . . . , n}, we obtain the coupling K(i, j) sought. By construction, K(i, j) = 0 for j < i. Finally, we define the measure χ 3 by
By construction, χ 3 χ 1 , while χ 3 ≤ χ 2 .
To perform the limiting procedure, we now define for every n the atomic measures χ i,n with atoms at points {A + k
We then construct the couplings K n between χ 1,n and χ 3,n (with χ 1,n ≺ χ 3,n , χ 3,n ≤ χ 2,n ) in the manner described above. As n → ∞, the supports S n = supp (K n B] . This curve is the graph of the above function f :
Now we can return to the proof of the statement of the lemma. Let ω ∈ [A, B] be a configuration of the Poisson random field P 1 , corresponding to the rate measure χ 1 . Let f be the function defined above, χ 3 = f * (χ 1 ), and the measure ζ = χ 2 − χ 3 (that ζ is indeed a positive measure follows from our construction). LetP be the Poisson random field with the rate ζ, independent of P 1 , andω be its configuration. Then the random setω = f (ω) ∪ω has distribution of the configuration of the Poisson random field P 2 , corresponding to the rate measure χ 2 . To specify the input flow and thus the coupling sought, we have to specify the service times. So we assign to every point x in ω the service time η x , drawn independently from the distribution of the random variable η. To every point y ∈ f (ω) we assign the service time η f −1 (y) , while to points z ∈ω we assign independent realizations η z of η.
Our statement now becomes almost evident. Consider a P 1 -customer, represented by a point x ∈ ω, whose service is not yet over at the moment B. This happens due to the service time η x , needed for him, as well as due to the service of the customers x 1 , x 2 , . . . , who came before x. But then the corresponding P 2 -customer f (x) has the same service time η x , but arrives later than x, as well as all the customers f (x 1 ), f (x 2 ), . . . , who came before. In addition, there can be extrã P-customers arrived before f (x). It is evident therefore, that the service of the P 2 -customer f (x) will not be over at the moment B. So the queue in the second case is not shorter.
In what follows we denote by κ (a) the measure on [A, B] , having the constant density λ(t) = a.
Lemma 12. Let the measure χ on [A, B] has continuous density λ(t), 0 ≤ λ(t) ≤ L, and satisfies the property:
Proof. Consider all the segments B] , which have the property that 
. Therefore the union of all segments with the property (59) splits into the family of non-intersecting maximal ones,
. . , where we enumerate the segments according to their length, say, so 
, see the proof of Lemma 11 above. This is possible since
Therefore for some small δ the measure
Note that for any point x ∈ [A, B], which is outside all of the segments
On the other hand, , a] ) ≥ ε|B − A|, and the proof follows.
Proof of Proposition 8. Let N be fixed. As we know (see relation (18) and the statement after it), there is a value c = c(N ) < 1, such that the homogeneous process with the rate function λ ≡ c has the invariant measure ν c with N (ν c ) = 2N . We define ε(N ) by
If we start the process with λ ≡ c in the state 0, then it weakly converges with time to ν c . In particular, N (µ 0,c (t)) → 2N , as t → ∞. DefineT =T (N ) to be the time duration, after which the (monotone) function N (µ 0,c (t)) satisfies N (µ 0,c (t)) ≥ N for all t ≥T . We want this valueT to appear as the lower bound of the length of the segment [A.C], obtained in Lemma 12. That will be the case if the whole segment [A, B] will be of length (56) is satisfied with the T (N, L) and ε(N ) just chosen, then by Lemma 12 the measure λ(t) dt is bigger (in the sense) than the measure c(N ) dt on a segment [0,t] witht ≥T . By Lemma 11 we have the relation (57) att.
Next we show that for every initial state ν of NMP there exists a time moment after which the probability of observing the system µ ν,λν (·) (t) to be in the idle state is uniformly positive.
Lemma 13. Let µ ν,λν (·) (·) be NMP, with N (µ ν,λν (·) (t)) = N (ν) = q. Then there exists a time moment T = T (ν) and ε = ε(ν) > 0, such that for all t > T
Proof. We first construct an auxiliary stationary ergodic Markov process, which in a certain sense dominates our NMP from above. Namely, let T = T (q) be the time duration proven to exist in Lemma 7, and ε be the corresponding quantity ε (q). Our Markov process M ν,ε (t) will consist of the states of some auxiliary server S at moments t, with M ν,ε (0) = ν. The customers are arriving to S only at moments kT , k = 1, 2, . . . Their numbers N k are i. i. d., distributed as the number of Poisson flow of customers with constant rate (1 − ε), arriving during the time intervals [(k − 1)T, kT ]. The service times are described by our random variable η. Since
for any δ small enough. Now we note that
where the event E k (t) = in the Poisson random flow, defined by the rate λ ν (·), no customer arrives during the time
Since the rate λ ν (·) is bounded from above uniformly in ν,
for some positive function α. On the other hand,
Indeed, since s+T s λ ν (t) dt < T (1 − ε) for all s, the two processes µ ν,λν (·) and M ν,ε can be coupled in such a way that to each customer C(t,η) of the process µ ν,λν (·) , who arrives at the moment t, (l − 1)T < t ≤ lT and uses the server for timeη, it corresponds a customer C (t(t),η) of the process M ν,ε , who arrives at a later moment
and needs the server for the same time durationη. Hence the queue at every moment t < kT of the process M ν,ε is not shorter than the one for the process µ ν,λ
, where
From (64), (65) we infer that for all k ≥ k 0
where k 0 is the smallest index k, for which
Thus far we got the desired result (61) only for values t ∈ [kT −δ, kT ], k ≥ k 0 (ν). To take care of the other values of t-s we should just make a change of variables and to start our process from all the different states µ ν,λν (·) (t), t ∈ [0, T ]. Be the convergence in (62) uniform in ν, that would be the end of the proof. However this is not the case. Yet, this does not create any problem, since the family of states {µ ν,λν (·) (t), t ∈ [0, T ]}, which will be taken for initial states of the process M * ,ε , is compact, and on it the convergence in (62) is uniform indeed.
We finish this subsection with a statement about the regularity of the exit flow. Lemma 14. Let the function p(t) satisfies the strong Lipschitz condition (8):
Let ν be some initial state of GFP, and λ(·) be arbitrary rate function of arriving customers. (In particular one can take λ = λ ν , thus getting NMP.) Then the rate function b(t) of the corresponding exit flow is Lipschitz, with Lipschitz constant independent of ν, λ.
Proof. Let t be fixed. The informal idea of the proof is the following: consider the elementary event , which contributes to the output rate b(t), and let c be the customer, who leaves the server at the moment t, being under the service for the time duration t. Then the elementary event , obtained from by enlarging the service time of c from t to t + ∆t, contributes to b(t + ∆t). So we can get the desired result by comparing the probabilities of and .
This correspondence, however, does not "cover" all the events, contributing to b(t + ∆t). Namely, the elementary events not covered by the above correspondence, are precisely those events , for which the customer c, which is the last customer who has started his/her service before the moment t, is different from the customer c , whose service terminates at t + ∆t. This, though, means that the service time of c was less than ∆t.
To implement this idea, let us write the measure of our process
, with any T > t + ∆t (compare with (34)), as
Here B(t) is the manifold of all elementary events , which have a moment of service termination to happen at t. (We are treating here the case when the initial state ν is concentrated on the configuration ω = 0; the general case is totally similar.) Let us split the rate
dΠ( ) into two parts. The first one, b (t + ∆t), is given by
where B (t + ∆t) ⊂ B(t + ∆t) is the image of the manifold B(t) under the map , defined in the first paragraph of the present proof. Therefore
where t = t( ) is the service time of the customer c in , whose service terminates at the moment t. From (66) it follows that
The remaining part b (t + ∆t) of the rate b(t + ∆t),
corresponds to the event when some customer c finishes his service during the time period [t, t + ∆t], while the next customer needs time at most ∆t to be served. Such an event has probability below b(t)(∆t) 2 , so the proof follows.
7.2. Estimates on the averaging kernels. Here we will estimate the densities q λ,x (t), entering into the relation
Lemma 15. The family q λ,y (t) is weakly continuous in y, for every λ. Also
Pr{server is idle at the moment y − t}.
Lemma 16.
where
is the random number of λ-Poisson points in the segment [y − t, y]. In particular, there exists a constantC =C(p), such that for t and all λ, y q λ,y (t) ≤C.
(69)
Proof. Both the relations (67) and (68) follow easily from the definition (28). To see (67) we note that, evidently, c(u, t) ≥ p(t). To get (68), we split the event C(u, t), entering (27), into the sum of events C n (u, t), n ≥ 1, where C n (u, t) consists of all these outcomes when between the moment u of arrival of the first customer and the arrival of the customer who terminates during [u + t, u + t + h] precisely n − 2 other customers came. (The event C 1 (u, t) consists from the outcomes when the first customer himself terminates during [u + t, u + t + h].) But if C n (u, t) holds, then two independent events have to happen:
which imply (68). To see (69), we use a rough form of (68):
where η i are i. i. d. random variables, distributed as η. But the probabilities Pr{η 1 + · · · + η n ≤ C} decay exponentially in n, so the series converges for every t. It is a classical result of the renewal theory, that the sum (70) goes to a finite limit as t → ∞, see e. g. the relation (1.17) of Chapter XI in [F] . That proves (69). Continuity of q λ,y in y follows from the definition in a straightforward way.
We will need the compactness estimate on the distributions q λ,y (t). We will obtain them using the estimate (68). As the following statement shows, the estimate (68) is rather rough; we believe that all the moments of the distribution q λ,y (t) of order less than 1 + δ are finite.
Lemma 17. Suppose that λ is such that for some T and ε > 0 and for all T ≥ T and s ≥ 0
(see (55)). Then for any b <
where C(λ, b) depends on λ only via T and ε .
Proof of Lemma 17. We are going to use the simple estimate: for every random variable ζ and every κ > 0
We also will need an estimate on
whereq is the density of ζ. We have:
To apply (73) to (68) we will use the Dharmadhikari-Yogdeo estimate (see, e. g., [P, p. 79] ): if ξ i are independent centered random variables, then
Here R = R(δ) is some universal constant. Introducing ξ i = η i − 1 (see (13)), and using (73) with κ = 2 + δ and (75), we have (see (10))
To proceed, we use (68) to write
Note that due to (71) there exists an α > 0such that E(N λ,y t ) ≤ (1 − α)t once t is large enough, uniformly in y. The first step is to estimate every summand by
Now, using (74) and (76), we have for the second term in (78):
The first term in (78) is negligible. To see that, we first observe:
Lemma 18. Let 0 < ν < 1, and N ν n be a Poisson random variable:
provided n is large enough.
Proof. Note first of all, that if χ > 0 and n > χ, then
.
In our case we thus have
By Stirling, for n large
To estimate the integral
We apply to the r.h.s. the last lemma, with ν = n−1 n(1+ α 2 ) . Therefore, for all n large enough and uniformly in y
Hence, the moment ∞ 0 t b q λ,y (t) dt is finite as soon as the series n n b−1−δ/2 converges, which happens when b < δ 2 . That proves Lemma 17.
The Self-Averaging Relation: General Case
Here we derive a formula, expressing the function b(·) = A(µ, λ(·)) in terms of the functions λ(·), p(·) and the initial state µ of our non-stationary (GFP) Markov process. This will be the needed self-averaging relation (26). We remind the reader that µ is a probability measure on the set of pairs {(n, τ )} ∪ 0.
Theorem 19. Let N (µ) = q, and the rate function λ(·) satisfies the conclusions of Lemma 7:
Then there exists the family of probability densities q λ,µ,x (·), x > 0, and the functionals ε λ,µ (x) and Q λ,µ (x), such that
Moreover,
thought not necessarily uniformly in µ, while Q λ,µ (x) ≤ C, uniformly in λ, µ and x.
Proof. We start by defining the functional ε λ,µ (x). Note that the description of the realization of our process up to the moment x consists of the following data: (i) the initial configuration (n, τ ), drawn from the distribution µ (with n to be the number of customers in the system before time zero, τ being the time the first one already spent in the server);
(ii) the random set 0 < x 1 < · · · < x m < x (with random number m of points), which is a realization of the Poisson random field defined by the rate function λ (restricted to the segment [0, x]), independent of (n, τ ) (the arrival moments of the customers, which come after time moment zero); (iii) one realization η 1 of the conditional random variable η τ ≡ (η − τ | η > τ ) and n + m − 1 independent realizations η k , k = 2, . . . , n + m of the random variable η (service times for the customers).
We denote by P µ⊗λ⊗η the corresponding (product) distribution. The difference 1 − ε λ,µ (x) is by definition just the P µ⊗λ⊗η -probability of the event
(If n = 0, then by definition we put τ = 0; we put also 0 1 ≡ 0.) The meaning of the decomposition (80) can be explained now: the first term corresponds to the exit flow computed over those realizations where the relation (82) holds, while the second term represents the rest of the flow.
Let us prove (81), that is that
To do this, we introduce two independent random variables:
Then for every α ∈ (0, 1) we have
Since S µ is a random variable, the probability Pr{S µ > αx} goes to zero for every α positive, as x → ∞, though not necessarily uniformly in µ. For the second term we have
Here N λ,x is the random number of points of the λ-Poisson field in [0, x] . Note that
Therefore we can apply the same argument which was used in the proof of Lemma 17 when showing that the integral ∞ T Q λ,y (t) → 0 as T → ∞, see (68). It implies that Pr{S λ > (1 − α)x} → 0 once α is small enough, uniformly in λ, satisfying (79). That establishes (81).
Next we define the distributions q λ,µ,x . They are constructed from the random field of the rods {η k , k = 1, . . . , n + m}, defined above, placed at locations {0, . . . , 0 n , x 1 , . . . , x m }, via the procedure of resolution of conflicts, defined in the previous section. To do it we first introduce the rate b L (x) to be the exit rate of the conditional service process under the conditions that
We claim that for some probability distributions q λ,L,x we have
The distribution q λ,µ,x is then obtained by integration:
(The random variable n 1 η k is of course independent of the Poisson λ-field.) The output rate b L (x) corresponds to the situation when we have customers arriving at the moments 0, x 1 , . . . , x m , which have serving times L, η n+1 , . . . , η n+m , and which satisfy the relation
So we have to repeat the construction of Section 5 in the present situation. Few steps require some comments. The transition from the relation (37) to (38) uses the fact that for any s the measure
But the same S m symmetry evidently holds for the conditional distribution of the random vector {(η k , k = n + 1, . . . , n + m) | n+m n+1 η k < x − L}, since both the unconditional distribution and the distribution of the condition are S m -invariant. The next crucial step was the relation (41), stating that the functions q λ,y are probability distributions. It was based on Theorem 4. The situation at hand is somewhat more delicate, since the rods we are dealing now with, are of two kinds: the first one has a non-random length L, produced by the initial state µ, while others are situated at the Poissonian locations {x i }, defined by the rate function λ. However, under condition n+m n+1 η k < x − L the needed combinatorial statement (about the quantity m!) still holds, and is the content of Theorem 6. These remarks allow one to carry over the construction of Section 5, and so to establish the existence of the probability densities q λ,L,x , and thus also q λ,µ,x . The upper and lower estimates on q λ,µ,x are obtained in the same way as were the estimates for q λ,x in the preceding section.
The function Q λ,µ (x) is the rate of exit flow of our process, conditioned by the event
The boundedness of the Q λ,µ (x) follows from the following property of the service time distribution p(x): for every x, τ , x > τ > 0, 1 > t > 0
The relation (84) follows easily from the condition (8), with C = C (C). To explain the boundedness, consider the elementary event
which contributes to the output flow inside the segment [x, x + ∆x], which flow is accounted by the second term of (80). That means that our rod configuration produces after resolution of conflicts a hit inside [x, x + ∆x], and also that
In the notation of the Section 6 it means that after resolution of conflicts the endpoint y k of some (shifted) rod fits within [x, x + ∆x], for some k ∈ {1, . . . , n + m}.
Letk be the smallest such index. But then the elementary events (n, τ ) × {x 1 , . . . , x m : 0 < x 1 < · · · < x m < x} × {η 1 , . . . , ηk −1 , ηk + t, ηk +1 , . . . , η n+m }, with any t ∈ (∆x, 1), do not contribute to the output flow inside the segment [x, x + ∆x], while still satisfying (85). Therefore, due to (84), the probability that the customer would finish his service during the period [x, x + ∆x], is of the order of ∆x, and, moreover,
Let now M ∈M(M q (Ω)) be some invariant measure of the dynamical system (19). Then M-almost every stateμ 0 ∈ M q (Ω) belongs to the family {μ t : −∞ < t < +∞}, such that for all τ > 0, all t
Let us fix one such family {μ t }. Then the function λ(t), −∞ < t < +∞, which for every −∞ < τ < +∞ satisfies on [τ, +∞) the equation
is well defined. Then, according to the equation (80), for every τ , −∞ < τ < +∞, and for all x ≥ τ
One would like to pass here to the limit τ → −∞. According to (81), for every x we have ε λ,μτ (x) → 0 as τ → −∞. Moreover, it is not difficult to show that in the same limit q λ,μτ ,x (·) → q λ,x (·). So the following equation holds for λ:
By the methods developed below one can show that every bounded solution of (87) is a constant. Since, however, we are proving a stronger statement, that the dynamical system T τ has one fixed point on each M q (Ω), which is, moreover, globally attractive, we will not provide the details.
9. Self-Averaging Implies Relaxation: a Warm-Up
Before presenting the general proof that self-averaging implies relaxation, we consider the following simpler system: we have infinitely many servers, with service time η, distributed according to the probability density p. As the customer comes, he chooses any free server, and is served, leaving the system afterwards. The inflow is Poissonian, given by the rate function f (x). If we impose the condition that the customers are coming at the rate they are living the system, we get the non-linear Markov process. The self-averaging relation (25) in such a case simplifies to
Lemma 20. Let p(x) be some probability density with support, belonging to R + , satisfying the conditions of Section 2. Let f be a positive bounded function on
Then f (x) → c as x → ∞, for some c > 0.
Proof. Our statement follows easily from the well known results of the renewal theory. Let us introduce the function
Then the values of the function f for x ≥ 0 can be recovered from the function ϕ and the fact that it satisfies (88). Indeed, iterating (88), we find:
The function
is a key object of the renewal theory; in particular, it is known that it goes to a positive limit as x → ∞; see for example the relation (1.17) of Chapter XI in [F] . From that and the relation (89) our claim follows.
In fact, the constant c can be computed: if m is the mean value of η, then
This fact, as well as the renewal relation itself -s(x) → const as x → ∞ -is a consequence of the statement that the probability density p * n (x) of the sum of i. i. d. random variables, η 1 + · · · + η n , is well approximated, due to the local limit theorem, by the Gaussian distribution 1
where v is the variance of η. It becomes very flat as n increases.
10. Self-Averaging Implies Relaxation: Probabilistic Proof?
As was already said in Section 2, any function λ, defined for x < 0, and vanishing for x < −T , can be uniquely extended to x ≥ 0 in such a way that the relation
holds with b(x) = λ(x) for x ≥ 0. Therefore for every x ≥ 0 we have
where q λ,x (·) is a probability density supported by the semiaxis {y ≥ 0}, and depending on λ via its restriction λ| {y≤x} . Our goal is to show that (90) implies that λ(x) relaxes to some constant c as x → ∞.
Since the distributions q λ,x depend on λ(·) in a very complicated way, we have to treat a more general statement. Suppose a family of probability densities q x (·), supported by the semiaxis {y ≥ 0}, is given, where x ≥ 0. Let f (x) be a nonnegative function, defined on R 1 , such that
One would like to show that lim
for some c ≥ 0. That will imply the relaxation needed.
Motivated by the analysis of the previous section, we will study the equation (91) by considering the corresponding non-stationary renewal process and the resulting inhomogeneous Markov random walk. Unfortunately, the relation (92) does not follow from (91) in general, and the reasons are probabilistic! Before explaining it let us "solve" (91).
So, let the family {q x , x ≥ 0} be given; we solve (91) for f , given its restriction f | {x<0} . We do this in close analogy with the previous section, see (89) . We put
We define
Then for every x the sequence f n (x) is increasing, and f (x) = lim n→∞ f n (x) solves (91). We can rewrite the function f in a different way. We define
Then for x ≥ 0 we have
Now we will write the formula for g n in terms of convolution. Here instead of the density p * n of the sum S n of i. i. d. random variables η 1 + · · · + η n of the previous Section we have to consider the distribution p (n) x of the inhomogeneous Markov walkerS n,x , defined as follows. Remember that at each point x ∈ R + we have the probability density q x . So when our walker after some steps happen to arrive to the location x, then the next move is to the location x + y, with the increment y > 0 distributed with the density q x (y). The random variableS n,x is now defined as the position of the above described Markov walker after n steps, with the initial position x. With these notation we have, by (93):
Summarizing, we have for x > 0:
in analogy with (89). As in the previous section, the Local Limit Theorem for the Markov chainS n,x would imply the relaxation (92).
We have to note, however, that the relation between the validity of the LLT for our Markov chain and the validity of the relation (92) is more complicated. Namely, LLT forS n,x might fail, while the relaxation (92) might still remain valid -or else fail as well! First of all, let us explain that even the Central Limit Theorem for S n,x might not hold, notwithstanding the family q x (·) to have very nice compactness properties. To give one example, consider the family of probability densities u x (t), x ∈ R 1 , where all u x (·) have for their support the segment [0, 1], and satisfy there 0 < c < u x (t) < C < ∞, uniformly in x and t. We define now
where {·} stays for the fractional part. Then all q x (·)-s have their supports within the segment [0, 2] . But the random variablesS n,x do not have CLT behavior! Indeed, the random variableS n,x is localized in the segment [ x + n, x + n + 1], where · denotes the integer part. So the variance ofS n,x remains bounded in n ! Nevertheless, for this example it can be shown that the relation (92) still holds, and that involves certain statement of the type of Perron-Frobenius theorem for our Markov chain. Further modification of this example, when
results in the Markov chain with two classes, and in this case both the CLT and the relation (92) might fail.
We conjecture here that the LLT theorem for the sumsS n,x holds, if the family q x (·) of transition densities has the following additional property:
provided at least one of the values q xi (t) is positive.
The condition (94) is reminiscent of the positivity of ergodicity coefficient condition, introduced by Dobrushin [D1] in his study of the limit theorems for the non-stationary Markov chains.
In what follows we will take another road, and we get the relaxation property by analytic methods, which seems in our case to be simpler. But we still use probability theory, though not the CLT. It would be interesting to obtain the desired result by proving the corresponding limit theorem.
Self-Averaging Implies Relaxation: Finite Range Case
In this section we prove the relaxation for the solution of the equation (91) in the finite range case.
The reader of the paper of course understands that for our initial problem we have to consider the infinite range case. We think nevertheless that the finite range case is of independent interest, and moreover, it holds in a much more general setting than the infinite-range case. This is why we devote to it the present Section. Its content is not used in what follows.
Theorem 21. Suppose that 0 ≤ f (x) ≤ C and is continuous for x < 0,
while the following three conditions on the family q x hold :
(i) for some T and all
with continuous positive κ(t). Then the limit exists: lim
The property (95) holds for the NMP, as follows from the relations (67), (61) and (69).
Proof. (i)
We know that the function f is continuous and bounded, 0 ≤ f ≤ C. So if there exists a value X such that f is monotone for x ≥ X, then the function f has to be constant for x ≥ X + T , and we are done. So we are left with the case when the function f has infinitely many points of local maxima and local minima, which go to ∞.
(ii) Given a local maximum, x 0 , we will construct now a sequence x i of local maximums, i = 0, −1, −2, . . . , −n = −n(f, x 0 ) such that
(of course if the segment is non-empty, i. e., x i − x i−1 > T ). The construction is the following. Let x 0 be some point of local maxima. Since
, in which case we are done. Let y = inf{x ∈ [x 0 −T, x 0 ] : f (x) = F (x 0 )}. If y > x 0 − T , or if y = x 0 − T and is a local maximum, we define x −1 = y. In the opposite case we have that the point x 0 − T is not a local maximum of the function f on the segment [x 0 − 2T, x 0 − T ]. We then consider two cases.
In the first one we suppose that the function f on the segment
be the largest segment for which the inequality f (x) ≥F holds for every x ∈ [y, x 0 − T ]. We define x −1 to be the leftmost point of maximum of f in [y,
In the opposite case we consider the set
It contains other points besides x 0 − T . However, it can not contain all the segment [x 0 − 2T,
We necessarily have that sup S1 f > f (x 0 − T ) as well. We define x −1 to be any point in S 1 where f (x −1 ) = sup S1 f . Clearly, x −1 is a local maxima of f , while x 0 − x −1 < 2T .
We proceed to define the sequences x i by induction, i = 0, −1, −2, . . . It is not excluded that x i ∈ [x i+1 − T, x i+1 ] for some i. However that means in particular that the point x i is the first maximum point of the function f on the segment [x i+1 − T, x i+1 ], and since f (x i−1 ) > f (x i ), we have that
] for all i. We stop when we arrive to a first value below 2T .
(iii) In the same way, starting from a local minima y 0 , we can construct a sequence y i of local minima, such that
We can suppose additionally that x 0 ≥ y 0 ≥ x −1 . (iv) Note that the (finite) sequence x i do depend on the initial local minima x 0 , which was used for the starter. The bigger x 0 is, the longer the sequence x i is. So let us introduce the sequence x 2 . We will fix that value of N , and we will omit N from our notation.
Therefore without loss of generality we can assume that for some i (in fact, for many), we have f (x) < f (x i ) + ε 2 for all x ∈ [x i − T, x i ]. Therefore for the set
Hence, for its Lebesgue measure we have
with C = sup f . Consider now the corresponding sequence of minima, {y k }, and the segments [y k − T, y k ]. We claim that the set K has to belong to the union of these segments. That would be evident if the segments in question were covering the corresponding region without any holes. However, that is not necessarily the case, and there can be holes between the segments, since in general the differences y i − y i−1 can be bigger than T . Yet, this does not present a problem, since by construction the function f is smaller than m outside the union of the segments [y k − T, y k ], which implies that the set K indeed is covered by these segments.
Without loss of generality we can assume the set K "fits into [y k − T, y k ]", in the sense that
where we define the functionκ(α) bȳ
we have similar to (96) that
But since q y k (t) dt is a probability measure, we should have that
because of (97), (98). This, however, fails once ε is small enough.
12. Self-Averaging Implies Relaxation: Infinite Range Case
We return to the equation (91), f (x) = [f * q x ](x). Now we will not suppose that the measures q x have finite support. Instead we suppose that
(1) The family q x has the following compactness property: for every ε > 0 there exists a value K(ε), such that
uniformly in x. (2) For every T the (monotone continuous) function
is positive once δ > 0, for some choice of the function X(T ) < ∞. (3) The family q x is such that the function f , with solves (91), is Lipschitz, with Lipschitz constant L = L({q . }). As we know from the Section 7, these conditions are indeed satisfied in the specific case of the non-linear Markov process and the equation (90). Indeed, (99) follows from Lemma 7 and Lemma 17, (100) -from Lemma 15 and Lemma 13, while Lipschitz property follows from Lemma 14.
Theorem 22. Let f satisfies f (x) = [f * q x ](x) for x ≥ 0, with the kernels q x having three properties listed above. Then f relaxes to a constant value as x → ∞.
Approaching stationary point
Lemma 23. (i) Let M = lim sup x→∞ f (x). Then for every T and every ε given there exists some value K 1 , such that
(ii) Let m = lim inf x→∞ f (x). Then for every T and every ε given there exists some value K 2 , such that
Moreover, the conclusions of the lemma remains valid if the function f satisfies a weaker equation (see (80))
with ε(x) → 0 as x → ∞ and Q(·) ≤ C.
Proof. (i) Let δ > 0. Then there exists a value S = S(δ) > 0, such that for all x > S we have f (x) < M + δ, and ε(x)Q(x) < (101) we have
Let ∆ > 0, and A = {x ∈ [y − T, y] : f (x) < M − ∆}, while a = A q y (t) dt. We want to show that the measure a has to be small for small δ. Splitting the first integral into two, according to whether the point y − t is in A or not, we have
which goes to zero with δ, provided ∆ is fixed. Therefore
(see (100)). Since (ii) Let δ > 0. Then there exists a value S > 0, such that for all x > S we have
Finally, there exists a point y > R+T , such that f (y) < m+δ. Due to the equation (101) we have
where κ can be supposed arbitrarily small. Let ∆ > 0, and A = {t ∈ [0, T ]: f (y − t) > m + ∆}, while a = A q y (t) dt. We want to show that the measure a has to be small for small δ. Splitting the first integral into two, according to whether the point y − t is in A or not, and disregarding the second one, we have
and the rest of the argument coincides with that of the part (i).
12.2. Absorbing by stationary point. We now will show that if f satisfies (91), then the property inf x∈ [K,K+T ] 
with c(t) → 0 as T → ∞. That clearly implies relaxation. (Note that we do not claim that (103) holds for the solutions of (101)). We will show it under the extra assumption that the distribution p(·) has finite moment of some order above 4. This assumption will be used only throughout the rest of the present subsection. Using the linearity of (91), we will rewrite our problem slightly, in order to simplify the notation.
Let the function f ≥ 0 satisfies f (x) = [f * q x ](x) for x > 0, and
(ii) for some β > 1 and B < ∞ and for every x we have
compare with (72). We want to derive from that data that for some c(t) > 0,
Denote by
The function g ∞ (x) has the following probabilistic interpretation: we have a Markov chain on R 1 , where transition from the point x is governed by transition densities q x to make the step (to the left), (and which steps to the left are defined in an arbitrary way for x ≤ 0); then the value g ∞ (x) for x > 0 is the probability that starting from x we will visit the interval [−T, 0]. The question now is about the lower bound on g ∞ (x) over all possible q x from our class.
So let us take x > 0, and let start the Markov chain X n from x (i. e., X 0 = x), which goes to the left, and which makes a transition from y to y − t with the probability q y (t) dt. We need to know the probability of the event
In other words, we want to know the probability of X {·} visiting [−T, 0]. We would like to show that
with γ(β, B, T ) → 1 as T → ∞ uniformly over the families q x from our class.
Note, however, that in general such an estimate does not hold. For example, the process X {·} can well stay positive for all times. The more interesting example where the process goes to −∞, follows, so we will need further restrictions on the family q x .
Example. Let T be given. We will construct the family q T x from our class (104), such that for the corresponding process X
We define q T x (t) for x ∈ (k, k + 1] with integer k = 0 to be any distribution localized in the segment
For x ≤ 0 it is defined in an arbitrary way.
The mechanism of violating the relation (105) is that the time the process X T {·} can spend in the segment [0, 1] is unbounded in T . As the following theorem shows, this feature is the only obstruction for the statement desired to hold.
Theorem 24. Consider the Markov chain X {·} defined above via the transition densities q x (t). Suppose that condition (104) holds, and that in addition these densities are uniformly bounded in the vicinity of the origin: for all real x and all t in the segment [0, 1], say,
Then for some γ(β, B, C, T ) → 1 as T → ∞ we have:
The condition (106) holds in the case of NMP, see estimate (69) from Lemma 16.
Proof. We will estimate the probability of the complementary event:
Here P k (x, dy) is the probability distribution of the chain X {·} after k steps, and the expression ∞ y+T q y (t) dt P k (x, dy) is the probability that the chain X {·} arrives after k steps to the location y, and then makes a jump over the segment [−T, 0] . (In our case the probability of the event that X . never becomes negative equals zero.) So we have
where P k (x, [n, n + 1]) is the probability of the event X k ∈ [n, n + 1], and where in the second line we are using the following simple estimate:
Let now the random variables ζ i be i. i. d., uniformly distributed in the segment 0, 1 C , where C is the same as in (105). Then is easy to see that
Since the last probability decays exponentially in k, while
Since the series n −β converges for β > 1, the proof follows.
Self-Averaging Implies Relaxation: Noisy Case
In this section we establish the relaxation for the NMP with general initial condition. Using the fact that the Poisson rate λ(x) = λ µ (x) of the NMP with initial state µ satisfies the equation
we will prove the following Theorem 25. Let the initial state µ of the NMP µ t is such that both the expected service time S(µ) and the mean queue length N (µ) are finite. Then the limit c = lim x→∞ λ(x) exists; moreover, µ t → ν c as t → ∞, where ν c is the invariant measure of NMP, such that λ νc (x) ≡ c. Also N (ν c ) = N (µ).
We are not able to prove this theorem in the generality of the previous Sections. Below we will use all the specific features of the NMP-s, and in particular we will use the comparison between different NMP-s and GFP-s, corresponding to various initial states and input rates. The comparison mentioned is based on the coupling arguments.
Coupling
Definition 26. Let µ 1 , µ 2 be two states on Ω. We call the state µ 1 to be higher than µ 2 , µ 1 µ 2 , if there exists a coupling P [dω 1 , dω 2 ] between the states µ 1 , µ 2 , with the property:
Next, we introduce the stronger relation.
Definition 27. Let µ 1 , µ 2 be two states on Ω. We call the state µ 1 to be taller than µ 2 , µ 1 µ 2 , if there exists a coupling P [dω 1 , dω 2 ] between the states µ 1 , µ 2 , with the property:
Lemma 28. Let µ 1 (0), µ 2 (0) be two initial states on Ω at t = 0, and λ 1 (t), λ 2 (t), t ≥ 0 be two Poisson densities of the input flows. The service time distribution is the same η as before. Let µ i (t) be two corresponding GFP-s. Suppose that µ 1 (0) µ 2 (0), and that λ 1 (t) ≥ λ 2 (t). Then µ 1 (t) µ 2 (t), so in particular
Also, there exists a coupling between the processes such that for almost every trajectory (ω 1 (t), ω 2 (t)) S(ω 1 (t)) ≥ S(ω 2 (t)).
Proof. To see this let us construct the coupling between the processes µ i (t). Let us color the customers, arriving according to the λ 2 (t) flow, as red. We also assign the red color to the customers which were present at time t = 0 from the initial state µ 2 (0). Let γ(t) = λ 1 (t) − λ 2 (t), and consider γ(t) as the extra input flow of blue customers (with independent service times). We also add blue customers at time t = 0, which are needed to complete the state µ 2 (0) up to µ 1 (0). Then the total (color blind) flow coincides with λ 1 flow, while the total (color blind) process coincides with µ 1 (t). The service rule for the two-colored process is color blind: all the customers are served in order of their arrival time. We claim now that along every coupled trajectory (ω 1 (t), ω 2 (t)) we have r(ω 1 (t)) ≥ r(ω 2 (t)), where r(·) is the number of red customers at the moment t, waiting to be served. That evidently will prove our statement.
Clearly, the number r(ω(t)) is the difference, r(ω(t)) = A(ω(t)) − B(ω(t)), where A(ω(t)) is the total number of red customers, having arrived before t, while B(ω(t)) is the total number of red customers, who left the system before t. Clearly, A(ω 1 (t)) = A(ω 2 (t)). Let us show that B(ω 1 (t)) ≤ B(ω 2 (t)). This is easy to see once one visualizes the procedure of resolving the rod conflicts, which corresponds to our service rule, for the two-colored rod case. Namely, one has first to put all the red rods, and resolve all their conflicts by shifting some of them to the right accordingly. The number of thus obtained rods to the left of the point t is the number B(ω 2 (t)). Clearly, if one adds some blue rods to the red ones, then each red rod would be shifted to the right by at least the same amount as without the blue rods. As a result, every red rod would either stay where it was, or move to the right, so indeed B(ω 1 (t)) ≤ B(ω 2 (t)).
The relation (108) is evident.
13.2. Convergence of the means. Consider a General Flow Process µ(t) with initial state µ(0) =ν at T = 0 and the input rate λ(t) ≡ c < 1 (i. e., the usual queueing system M |GI|1). This is an ergodic process, so the weak limit lim t→∞ µν ,c (t) = ν c exists and does not depend on the initial stateν. We would like to show that if
(see (18) ). This however is not true in general, and extra assumptions are needed in order to have such convergence.
Lemma 29. Suppose additionally that S(ν) < ∞. Then
The weak convergence µν ,c (t) → ν c is uniform inν on the class B(s) ≡ {ν : S(ν) ≤ s}, for every s < ∞.
Of course, the convergence of mean values N (µν ,c (t)) in Lemma 29 is not uniform inν. Even if restricted to the class B(s), it stays non-uniform. The reason is that though the class of states B(s) is weakly compact, the function N is unbounded.
Proof of Lemma 29. Since lim t→∞ µν ,c (t) = ν c , lim t→∞ N (µν ,c (t)) ≥ N (ν c ). To prove the equality we need to show the uniform integrability for the family of random variables N µν,c(t) , which means the following property: for every κ > 0 there exists a value s κ such that for all t
where I stands for the indicator. Note first that it is enough to show the uniform integrability of the family S µν,c(t) of random variables. Indeed, consider the event N (ω) ≥ N . Then the conditional µν ,c (t)-probability of the event S(ω) ≥ 1 2 N under the condition N (ω) ≥ N goes to 1 as N → ∞, since E(η) = 1. Therefore if the family N µν,c(t) is not uniformly integrable, so is S µν,c(t) .
To get uniform integrability we prove the following stochastic domination:
(Here in the right-hand side we mean the sum of two independent random variables.)
Since the expectation S(ν) of the first random variable is finite by assumption, while the expectation of the second equals N (ν c ) and so is also finite, the uniform integrability of the family S µν,c(t) follows.
Proof of Lemma 30. To prove (111) we will use the following construction. Let x 1 , η 1 ; x 2 , η 2 ; . . . be a realization of the flow of customers. It means that at the moment x 1 the first customer comes, which needs the time η 1 to be served, at the moment x 2 the second comes, etc. To every such realization we can assign the function W (x), which is the remaining time duration needed for the server to serve all the customers who came before the moment x. That is,
If µ t is a process of states of our server with µ 0 = δ 0 , and {x 1 , η 1 ; x 2 , η 2 ; . . . } is its realization, then the random variable W (t) is the same as S µt . With obvious modification the W function is defined for a process with non-empty initial state µ 0 . Consider now two processes: µ νc,c (t) and µ δ0,c (t). The first one is stationary. Since evidently ν c δ 0 , we have µ νc,c (t) µ δ0,c (t), i. e., ν c µ δ0,c (t) for all t. It means also that we can couple the two processes in such a way that W µν c ,c (t) ≥ W µ δ 0 ,c (t) with probability one. Let us see now how the two processes -W µ δ 0 ,c (t) and W µν,c (t) -are related. We consider the natural coupling between µ δ0,c and µν ,c , where the latter process is obtained by adding to a general configuration {x 1 , η 1 ; x 2 , η 2 ; . . . } of the former one extra customer {x 0 , Π 0 }, with x 0 = 0 and the independent random variable Π 0 distributed according to Sν. The trajectory W µν,c (t) is obtained in the following way: one considers first the functioñ
Let x 0 be the first moment whenW (x) vanishes. Then
From this the relation (111) follows immediately.
The uniformity of the weak convergence follows from the fact that the function S is a compact function on Ω, once the function R η (τ ) is unbounded (see (11)). (This compactness means that for every s the set {ω ∈ Ω : S(ω) ≤ s} is compact.) As a result, the family of initial statesν satisfying S(ν) ≤ s is weakly compact as well, which implies the claim needed. If the function R η (τ ) is uniformly bounded in τ , then for some ξ and C the exponential moment E(exp{ξη τ }) ≤ C for all τ . Therefore the family of all possible probability distributions F θ of the form
where θ runs over all probability measures on the semiaxis {τ ≥ 0}, is compact. That again implies the uniformity.
13.3. End of the proof of relaxation in the noisy case. Let µ ν,λν (·) (t) be the non-linear Markov process with the initial state ν, having finite mean queue, N (ν) < ∞, and finite expected service time S(ν). We will show that the function λ(t) ≡ λ ν (t) goes to a limit as t → ∞. The idea is the following:
Suppose m = lim inf t→∞ λ(t) < lim sup t→∞ λ(t) = M . As we already know from Lemma 23, for every T, K and every ε > 0 there exist values K 1 , K 2 > K such that sup
while inf
We want to bring this to contradiction, arguing as follows:
• First of all, we note that the mean queue, N (µ ν,λν (·) (t)) does not change in time, staying equal to the initial value N (ν).
On the other hand:
• We can compare the state µ ν,λν (·) (K 1 +T ) with the state µ [µ ν,λν (·) (K1)],m+ε (T ). Due to (112), the latter is higher, so N (µ [µ ν,λν (·) (K1)],m+ε (t)) ≥ N (ν).
By the same reasoning,
• We then claim that if K 1 and T are large enough, the state µ [µ ν,λν (·) (K1)],m+ε (t) is close to the equilibrium ν m+ε , and moreover N (µ [µ ν,λν (·) (K1)],m+ε (t)) ≤ N (ν m+ε ) + ε ,
with ε = ε (t) → 0 as T → ∞. We also claim that if T is large enough, then
• Since N (ν M −ε ) > N (ν m+ε ) once ε is small, the choice of ε and ε such that ε + ε < N (ν M −ε ) − N (ν m+ε ) makes it possible to deduce from the relations (114)-(117) that N (ν) ≥ N (ν M −ε ) − ε > N (ν m+ε ) + ε ≥ N (ν), which is inconsistent with the properties of the relation > between the real numbers.
We need to prove the relations (116) and (117). It turns out that the relation (117) is easier. Indeed, to show it, we can compare the state µ [µ ν,λν (·) (K2)],M −ε (t) with the state µ 0,M −ε (t). The latter is evidently lower: N (µ [µ ν,λν (·) (K2)],M −ε (t)) ≥ N (µ 0,M −ε (t)).
Since µ 0,M −ε (t) is also lower than ν M −ε ,
Since µ 0,M −ε (t) → ν M −ε as T → ∞, (118) implies that N (µ 0,M −ε (T )) → N (ν M −ε ), which proves (117).
In the above proof the important step was to replace the state µ ν,λν (·) (K 2 ) with a lower state 0, which is in fact the lowest. Turning to (116), we see that this step can not be mimicked there, since there is no highest state! So, to proceed, we need some apriori upper bound on the state µ ν,λν (·) (K 1 ).
Lemma 31. Let ν be an arbitrary initial state, with N (ν) < ∞. Then there exist c(ν) < 1 and T < ∞, such that for every t > T λ ν (t) <c(ν).
Proof. The statement is equivalent to the fact that M = lim sup t→∞ λ ν (t) < 1. So suppose the opposite, that M ≥ 1. As we then know from Lemma 23, for every T and every ε > 0 we can find a segment [K, K + T ], such that λ ν (t) > 1 − ε for all t ∈ [K, K + T ]. This, however, contradicts to the statement (55) of Lemma 7.
Since S(ν) < ∞, and the rate λ ν (t) is uniformly bounded, the function S(µ ν,λν (t)) is finite for every t. It can grow, but after the moment T , obtained in the last lemma, it stays bounded from above by the value S(µ ν,λν (T )) + S(νc), because of Lemma 30. So without loss of generality we can assume that the initial state ν itself is such that N (ν) < ∞, S(ν) < ∞, while λ ν (t) <c < 1 for all t > 0 and so S(µ ν,λν (t)) ≤ S(ν) + S(νc). Therefore the family of states {µ ν,λν (t), t ≥ 0} is weakly compact, see the end of the proof of Lemma 29. Hence for each constant rate C <c the weak convergence µ µ[ ν,λν (·) (t)],C (t) → ν C as T → ∞ is uniform in t. The Lemma 30 provides us with the uniform integrability (see 110) of the family of random variables N µ ν,Λ(·) (t) , corresponding to GFP-s with input rate functions Λ(·); the integrability is uniform in t and in Λ(·), provided that Λ(x) <c for all x > 0. Hence for every ε there exists T such that for all t N (µ µ[ ν,λν (·) (t)],m+ε (t)) ≤ N (ν m+ε ) + ε .
This proves (116).
Conclusions
In this paper we have proven the Poisson Hypothesis for the information networks, for the case of the "mean-field" model of the network. We have found the domain of its validity, and we will show in the forthcoming paper [RS2] that beyond this domain Poisson Hypothesis is violated even in the mean-field case, and the dependence of the initial condition does not vanish with time. We strongly believe that the methods we have developed here -in particular, the self-averaging relation -are relevant not only for mean-field models, but also for more realistic ones.
The following problems appear as the natural continuation of our work.
• The study of Poisson Hypothesis for the case of the service times forming an ergodic random process, rather than the sequence of i. i. d. random variables.
• The study of PH for the case of customers of several identities, with service times depending on their identity.
• The study of PH for more general graphs.
We are going to work on these problems in the near future.
